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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let T(h) be a map from the complex numbers C to the space of 
linear operators having domain and range in vector space X. By a 
nonlinear eigenvalue problem we mean the problem of finding an 
“eigenvalue” h E C and a nonzero “eigenvector” x E X, satisfying 
T(h)x = 0. A closely-related problem is that of solving the equation 
T(X)x = y, for a giveny. The literature on the problems is considerable, 
both in finite and infinite-dimensional spaces. Two good biblio- 
graphical sources are a 1959 paper by P. H. Miiller [I] and a recent 
book by P. Lancaster [2]. The former is concerned with the problem 
in Hilbert space while the latter is devoted exclusively to finite- 
dimensional spaces. Additional recent references [3]-[26] have been 
added at the end of this paper. In what follows, a reference to previous 
work with no accompanying number will mean that it can be found 
in [I] or [2]. 
As is well known, a normal mode analysis of a vibrating mechanical 
or electrical system gives rise to an eigenvalue problem for the 
oscillation frequency X. Ordinarily only a term X2 appears and is 
treated as a problem linear in the parameter p = h2. If there is 
damping in the system proportional to a first order time derivative, 
then h and h2 appear. A paper on vibration with damping was published 
in 1914 by 0. Faber who made a fairly complete study of the existence 
and asymptotic behavior of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, the 
Green’s function, and expansion properties. In general, with a 
quadratic dependence on h, one may expect to get two “complete sets 
of eigenfunctions”, though Faber makes no mention of this. 
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C. Miranda, starting in 1936, and D. F. Harazov, beginning in 1945, 
both studied rational T(h), a typical form being 
I - AA - h”B + i -J?- I$~ 
k=l h - ak 
with all operators symmetric; A, B, Hilbert-Schmidt; and Hr ,..., H, , 
finite rank. Miranda examined integral equations and Harazov, both 
integral equations and operators in Hilbert space. Both authors 
obtained results paralleling the classical results for linear eigenvalue 
problems: existence and reality of eigenvalues, successive extremal 
characterization, expansion theorems, and solvability of inhomogeneous 
problems. They dealt directly with the nonlinear problems, though 
they implicitly used some linearization. By linearization we mean the 
technique (similar to that of writing a single nth order differential 
equation as a system) of introducing a system of operator equations, 
in which form the eigenvalue problem becomes linear in h. This 
technique appears to have been known for some time to those working 
with matrices (cf. F. L. Bauer, 1956) and was developed independently 
by P. H. Miiller as an approach to the work of Miranda and Harazov. 
In 1955, R. J. Duffin considered “overdamped systems” which 
lead to quadratic, matrix eigenvalue problems of the form 
Ah” + Bh + C 
with A, B, C symmetric; A, B positive; C nonnegative; and (Bx, x)* - 
4(Ax, x)(CX, X) > 0. He showed that the eigenvalues could be charac- 
terized as “minimax” values of a generalized Rayliegh quotient. 
Duffin’s work was extended to more general matrix problems by 
E. H. Rogers [13]. In the paper [16] we considered a nonlinear eigen- 
value problem arising in the theory of hydrodynamic stability. 
A preliminary reduction brought the problem to the form 
Ax - h2Bx - Ax = 0 
for positive compact operators A and B in a Hilbert space. The 
results in [IdJ are similar in nature to those of Duffin and Rogers, 
though we were unaware of their work at the time and used different 
methods. The hydrodynamical problem can be put in the form of 
a linear symmetrizable system, a form generally best suited to 
handling initial value problems. On the other hand, some of the 
estimates on eigenvalues obtainable from the nonlinear variational 
principles appear unavailable from the linear system. We hope to 
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treat the hydrodynamic application, using the two formulations and 
their interplay, in a separate paper. 
In this paper we examine the problem 
(A - B(h)) x = 0 (1.1) 
in a Hilbert space 6, where A is a nonnegative compact operator and 
B(h) is a polynomial in h having nonnegative operator coefficients and 
satisfying B(0) = 0. Many of the results can be carried over to 
operators B(h), which are convergent power series in A, in a neighbor- 
hood of zero. However, for simplicity, we restrict ourselves to 
polynomials. W’e will be concerned with the spectrum (defined in 
Section 2) on the nonnegative real asis. In Section 2 we show that 
it is discrete and that the corresponding eigenvectors form an uncon- 
ditional basis for 5 if A E C, with Y < l/2 (that is, the eigenvalues ayi 
satisfy 2~~’ < co) or if A E C, with r < 2/3 and B(h) E C, . The 
existence of a basis was shown by lU. Shinbrot [14] for a problem 
AX - ,~B(X).V - AX = 0 with a > I and B(h) a bounded linear 
operator, Lipschitz continuous in A. He requires a smallness condition 
on A = A* or B(h) and, letting the spectrum of A consist of eigen- 
values pUn having nearest neighbor distance 6, , assumes that 
is small. The methods of Section 2 can be applied to (1.1) under the 
assumption that (1.2) converges, but we do not do so in this paper. 
The assumption (1.2) is reasonable for inverses of ordinary differential 
operators, but is not well suited to partial differential operators where 
one has no information about a,, . In that case, a C, class condition 
may still be verified. Further, as happens in the hydrodynamic 
example, information on eigenvalue spacing may be lost in reducing 
a problem to a convenient form. 
In Section 3 we show that all of the nonnegative eigenvalues of 
A - B(X) can be characterized by variational principles if the eigen- 
vectors form a basis; in particular, if the conditions of Section 2 are 
satisfied. With no assumptions on the eigenvectors, we show that 
some of the eigenvalues can still be obtained from variational principles 
and thus estimated, using monotonicity theorems. We point out that 
the spectrum, exclusive of that on the nonnegative real axis, may be 
real or complex and thus a linear approach would yield no variational 
principles from existing theory. Looked at the other way, we obtain 




For notational convenience we will work in a separable Hilbert 
space 5. We consider T(X) having the form A - B(h), B(h) = 
xf=‘=, PB, where A is compact and all operators involved are bounded 
and nonnegative. We call an operator B nonnegative if (Bx, x) 3 0 
for all x E Sj, and call B positive if (Bx, X) > 0 for x # 0. We will 
assume that B, is positive and that (1.1) is equivalent to a problem of 
the same form with B, = I. This will certainly be the case if (B,x, x) > 
b,(x, X) for some b, > 0 and can be shown to be the case when By1 
is unbounded under conditions on A and the operators B, relative 
to B (see [16], Section 2). Henceforth, when referring to (1 .l) we will 
mean the problem with B, = 1. Having set B, = I, we will use the 
notation B,(X) for xrGz hkB,< . We further suppose that the operator 
norm of A, denoted I/ A 11, is equal to one. This can be achieved by 
replacing A by Ij A ll--lA and B, by 11 A Il-“B, , giving rise to a new 
problem having the same eigenvectors as the old, with eigenvalues 
multiplied by I/ A 11-l. 
For a fixed nonzero x E & the expression (B(h)x, x) increases with 
h for h > 0 and thus there is a unique nonnegative zero X = Z(x) < 
11 A II = 1 for the polynomial (Ax, X) - (B(h)x, x). The functional 
Z(x) is homogeneous in x and hence can be considered as a function 
on the unit sphere in 9. Its value can be computed approximately, 
using Newton’s method. Since (B(h) X, x) has all its derivatives positive 
for h > 0, the Newton interates {zk}, starting with x,, = 1, will 
decrease to Z(x). A sequence of lower bounds {Wk) increasing to 
Z(x) can be obtained by intersecting secants to the curvey = (B(h)x, x) 
with the line y - (Ax, x). Intersecting the line y = X(B(l)x, X) with 
y = (Ax, X) we obtain a point with abscissa w2 . Then intersecting 
the straight line from (wl , (B(w,)x, x)) to (zl , (B(zl)x, x)) with 
y = (Ax, x) gives wp , etc. It is easily seen that the wk will increase 
to Z(x). 
LEMMA 2.1. Z(X) is uniformly strongly continuous on the unit 
sphere in $5. 
Proof. Given 7 > 0 and any unit vector x0 , let x be a unit vector 
satisfying II x - x0 11 < $1 + I[ B,(l)II)-%. Let h = h, - 7, where 
X, = 2(x,). Then 
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2 71 + ((Mao) - W)) x9 4 - Iv400> x9 x - x0)1 
- IPl(~O) x0 9 x - x0)1 - i(kc, x - x0)1 - &4X,) x - x0)/ 
2 77 - 2 II a- - x0 II * (1 + II &(1)/l) 
> $2. 
Similarly, for X = A, + q, (Ax, X) = (B(X)x, X) < --q/2, which 
means that the zero Z(X) must occur for / h - A, I < 7. 
DEFINITION. The set p of complex numbers A, for which 
(A - B(X))-1 exists as a bounded operator on all of !& we call the 
resolvent set of A - B(A). The complementary set u we call the 
spectrum. If A - B(h) has a nontrivial nullspace, we call h an 
eigenvalue. 
LEMMA 2.2. There exists a 6 > 0 such that those complex numbers 
within distance 6 of the nonnegative axis SF, but not on Sf+ are in p. 
Proof. Let 
W, = {A 1 X = ye@, 0 < j 0 1 < nj2N, Y  > 0} 
and 
UT2 = {A 1 X = yeis, 42N < 10 1 < 42, 0 < Y < ro}, 
where Cf=‘=, Y~-~II B, 11 < 6 sin 7r/2N. If h E W, , 
( Im{(Ax, x) - (B,(h) X, X) - h(x, z)} ( >, (x, X) r sin ( 0 ( 
and if h E W, , h((x, X) + xc=‘=, XkP1(Bkx, x)) 3 0 is impossible for 
x # 0. In either case then, h cannot be an eigenvalue. If h E W, , 
Re(FB,(h)x, X) > 0 and if h E W, , 11 klB,(X)jI < 1. In either case, 
B = I + A-lB,(h) h as a bounded inverse and since A is compact, 
A - B(A) = (Al?-l - hl)B h as closed range. Since for X E W, u W, , 
A - B(h) has a trivial nullspace, its range is all of 2 and it has 
a bounded inverse by the closed graph theorem. 
DEFINITION. Let d(h) = dB/dX and 
I 
BOcJ - B(b) 
4, , h) = Al - 4 for A, # A, 
A(h) for A, = A,. 
Also, denote A(&, ha) - I by A,@,, h2) and A(h) - I by d,(h). 
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DEFINITION. For x, y E !+j, let 
Lx, Yl = wm)~ Z(Y) x, Y>* 
LEMMA 2.3. If B is nonnegative and xk(K = 1, 2,...) is a sequence 
of vectors converging weakly to x0 , then 
(Bxo T x0) < lim inf(Bxk, x”). (2.1) 
Proof. Since 1(/3x, y)i < (Bx, x)‘i2(By, y)l/% the result follows as 
for the case B = I. 
LEMMA 2.4. Points in (a+ - (O}) n o are eigenvalues. There are 
at most countably many with zero as their only possible accumulation 
point. To each eigenvalue h > 0 there are at most a finite number of 
linearly independent eigenvectors and if x and y are eigenvectors for 
distinct ejgenvalues, [x, y] = 0. 
Proof. If h > 0 is in 0, then since A - B(h) has closed range, 
h must be an eigenvalue. The remainder of the proof follows the lines 
of Lemma 3.1 of [16]. The compactness used in [16] can be avoided 
by using inequality (2.1). Th us, if yi is a sequence of normalized 
eigenvectors corresponding to distinct eigenvalues Xi > 0, converging 
to A, , yi will converge weakly to zero and 0 < A, = lim sup Xi = 
lim sup((Ay, , yd - (Wily, , rd) < 0. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let y1 , y2 ,..., yn be any set of nonzero ezgenvectors 
corresponding to distinct eigenvalues p1 > pa > a.* > pn > 0, re- 
spectively. Then the vectors are linearly independent and 
Pl > Z(YI +Y2 + -** +Yn) > AZ- (2.2) 
Proof. For a quadratic B(h) the result is contained in the treatment 
of the variational principles in [Id]. For any polynomial B(h) a direct 
proof can be given using an idea of Duffin (1955, Lemma 4). Since 
Z(y) is homogeneous of degree zero and p1 # pL2 , it is clear that y1 
and y2 cannot be colinear. Using the strict monotonicity of B(h) we 
see that 
((A - B(PI))(Y~ + ~21, (~1 + ~2)) = ((A - %4 ~2 3 YZ) < 0 
and thus Z(y, + y2) < pi . Similarly, Z(y, + y2) > p2 . Making the 
inductive hypothesis that the lemma is true for n - 1 distinct eigen- 
values and letting y = yi + y2 + em* + yn , we see that 
((~4 - B(PI))Y, Y> = ((a - B(P~(Y~ + e-e + ml, (~2 + a-- + m)) < 0 
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since Z(y, + -+Yn) <P2 <PI’ Weseethaty,andy,+***+y, 
are not colinear which, since we’ve chosen any eigenvectors for the 
Pi , means yl, y2 ,..., Y,~ are linearly independent. Further, Z(y) < p1 
and a similar argument shows pn < Z(y). 
LEMMA 2.6. The nth largest positive eigenvalue of A - tB,(h) - h, 
including multiplicity, is a continuous nonincreasing function of t for 
t 3 0. 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.4, one can show that for fixed 
p 3 0 and t > 0, ,4 - tB1(p) has discrete spectrum on &?‘f - (0). 
Let h,(t, p) denote the nth largest eigenvalue, including multiplicity. 
From the minimax principle for linear problems it follows that 
h,(t, p) is a continuous, nonincreasing function of t > 0 and p > 0. 
Since, as observed by Shinbrot [14], the eigenvalues of A - tB,(h) - X 
are just the fixed points of h,(t, p) = p or the intersections of the 
graphs h = h,(t, p) and h = p, it is easily seen that h,(t) is continuous 
and nonincreasing. 
The Cauchy integral approach to obtaining projections in linear 
eigenvalue problems has proved a valuable tool (cf. [17]), and we 
wish to extend its usefulness to the nonlinear setting. We let 
R, E (A - B(h))-l f or A E p. The proofs of the following three 
results are straightforward. 
LEMMA 2.7. The set p is open, and for p and A in p the generalized 
resolvent equation 
is valid. 
R, - R, = (P - 4 R,A(P, 4 RA (2.3) 
COROLLARY 2.8. For p and h in p 
R,--R,=(cL--)OR~[A(CL)+(~-~L)~I”I~, (2.4) 
where 
COROLLARY 2.9. R, is analytic in p and 
$ R, = R,A(h) RA . 
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LEMMA 2.10. If X, > 0 is an eigenvalue of A - B(X), then it is 
a simple pole of Rn . 
Proof. The linear operator A - &(A,,) has an ordinary eigenvalue 
at A, and, repeating previous arguments, one sees that it is isolated 
and has finite multiplicity. Since A - B,(X,) is selfadjoint, A,, is a 
simple pole of R Ao = (A - B,(h,) - A)-l. But for h E p near A, , 
R, = (A - B,(h) - A)-l 
= (A - W,) - x + &(&I) - ~l(W 
= [(I + PWo,) - WV) W’)(A - Wo) - 41-l 
= &“[Z + (Who) - 4W WI--l. 
If H(h) z I + (&(A,) - Bl(h))Rz has an inverse for h in a full 
neighborhood of A, , then R, will have a simple pole at As . Near A, 
ho = ,‘“‘, + Q(h), 
where P(X,) is the perpendicular projection associated with A - &(A,) 
at the ordinary eigenvalue A, , and Q(h) is analytic in a neighborhood 
of A,. If we show that H(X,) = I + A(h,)P(h,) has an inverse, we 
can conclude that H(X) is invertible in a full neighborhood of A, . 
Since A(h,)P(X,) is compact, if H(h,) is not invertible, H(h,)y = 0 for 
some y # 0. But then 
which, since A@,) > 0, implies P(h,)y = 0 and finally, y = 0. The 
contradiction shows that R, has only simple poles on the positive real 
axis. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let ho be an eigenvalue of A - B(X) and define 
P-6) 
where CA, is a closed contour in p, surrounding X0 , but no other eigenvalue. 
Then F(h,) is a projection onto the subspace of eigenvectors of A - B(h) 
for the eigenvalue X0 . 
Proof. Let C, and C, be circles of radii r and 2r respectively, 
centered at A, . Then for r sufficiently small 
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c, c, P - h 
-- 
(27ii)2 l44 
--I%- A(h) dp dh + O(Y). 
c, c,tL-- 
The term O(r) results from the fact that R, has first-order reciprocal 
growth near A,, . Integrating (I* - h)-lR,A(h) with respect to h on C, 
gives 0. The last integral above, evaluated first with respect to p, 
is just F(A,,), and letting Y + 0 we see that F*(X,) = F(h,). It remains 
to show that F(h,) and P(h,) h ave the same range, or that F(h,)P(h,) = 
P(h,) and P(A,)F(X,) = F(h,). 
Using the notation introduced above we can write 
Wt,) = 2 $ R,OP + (Wo) - 4W RA~I-’ 44 dh 
% 
= --p@o) fwhJ APO) 
that P(h,)F(h,) = F(h,). The expression 
S;l(wA”)p(h > . 
(I + (Jwo) - 
o is analytic at A, and can be written (d(h,) + G(h))P(h,), 
where G(h) is analytic near zero and vanishes at h = A, . Then 
LEMMA 2.12. Let P be a projection in sj. Then (I + P - P*)-1 
exists and P(I + P - P*)-l is the orthogonal project&m on 6%‘(P), the 
range of P. 
Proof. Since i(P - P*) is selfadjoint, the operator I + P - P* = 
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I - i[i(P - P*)] is normal and has a numerical range IVon the line 
Re h = 1. The closure of the numerical range contains the spectrum, 
so (I + P - P*)-l exists as does the adjoint (I - P + P*)-l. Now 
suppose x E 9(P) and let P(I -1 P - P*)-lx = y. If (I+ P - P*)-lx = z, 
then Px = y and P*x = P”(I + P - P*)z = P*y. Noting that 
(I - P)x = (I - P)y = 0 and adding, one finds (I - P + P*)x 
(I - P + P*)y or x = y. If x is perpendicular to &y(P), then P*x = 0. 
With P(I + P - P*)- lx’ = w and (I + P - P*)-lx = ~1, we obtain 
P*w = P*Pv = P*w = 0. Adding(I - P)w = 0 yields(I - P + P*)w = 0 
or w = 0. It follows that P(I + P - P*)pl is the desired projection. 
LEMMA 2.13. If P and Q are projections in 8 with I/ P - Q 11 < 1, 
then with P, = P(I + P - P*)-1 and QI = Q(I + Q - Q*)-l, the 
operator 
0’ = PJI + PJQL - Pd PP” Ql (2.7) 
is a partial isometry with 9(Q) as its initial domain and 9(P) as its 
final domain. 
Proof. The lemma will follow from Lemma 2.12 and the corre- 
sponding result for selfadjoint projections (cf. [I??], p. 268) if we show 
that 11 P, - QI II < 1. We have 
IIQx-Px(I =~~Q~x+Q(l-Q~x)-PLx-P(I-PL)x~/ 
= ll(I - Q)(Ql - I) x + (I- f'J x - PC-7 - Pd x II 
3 lI(I - PJ x - P,W - Pd .T II - IIV -8X81 - 0 3~ II
(24 
2 IIV - PJ x II - IlU - Q)(Ql - 0 x II. 
Since 
II P, -Q, II = SUP IMP, - QJ 3, x)l = SUP I II P,x II2 - II Qlx 11’ Is Il4l=l 1141-1 
it is clear that /I PL - Q1 I] < 1. If II Pl - Q, /I = 1, then there 
exists a sequence of unit vectors xii such that I/ P,xk /I --+ 0 and 
/I QIxk II + 1, or such that the limits exist with 0 and 1 interchanged. 
Using symmetry we may assume the first alternative, or that P,xk --f 0 
and (I - Q,)xk -+ 0. However, letting r = xk in (2.8) and taking the 
limit as K -+ co, we must conclude that ]I P - Q II > 1, which is a 
contradiction. 
As a corollary we obtain the following well-known result: 
COROLLARY 2.14. IfP and Q are projections with I/ P - Q I[ < 1, 
then S(P) and 99(Q) have the same dimension. 
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DEFINITION. We say that a collection of projections {Pm}, for B in 
an index set d, is disjoint if P,,P,, = 0 when 01~ # az . 
DEFINITION. If Q1 ,..., Q,,, is a set of projections, we say that the 
ranges B?(Q$) are linearly independent if, whenever Qi.xi = xi for 
i = 1, 2,..., m and xY1 xi = 0, then .‘ci = 0 for all i. 
LEMMA 2.15. Let Q1 ,Q2 ,..., Qm be a collection of projections with 
linearly independent ranges. If S = x,t”l Qi has a bounded inverse, then 
the collection of operators 
Qi = Q&l, 1 < i < m, 
is a set of disjoint projections with W(gi) = a(QJ for 1 ‘< i < m and 
cyY”=1 Qi = I. 
Proof. Clearly ~,i = I and thus if x E B!(Qj), 
0 = x - f &x = x - QjS-lx - 1 QIS-lx, 
i=l i#j 
Using the linear independence, we conclude that x = QiS-lx = Qix 
and &ix = 0 for i # j. 
In what follows we will use the symbol O(s), s > 0, for a complex 
number or a linear operator, according to context, with the following 
understanding: There is a constant C > 0 such that 
(1) the complex number O(s) satisfies 1 O(s)1 < C . s, 
(2) the operator O(s) satisfies I/ O(s)11 < C * s. 
The constant C will vary from one line to another and can be computed 
recursively. However, it never exceeds a fixed absolute constant C. 
Suppose that the operator A appearing in (1.1) is in class C, (r > 0) 
(cf. [19], p. 1088); that is, if ai 3 0 are the eigenvalues of A, including 
multiplicity, XT=1 air < co. For convenience we will assume, by 
further normalization if necessary, that C air = 1. As a consequence, 
there can be at most a+ eigenvalues of A on the interval [a, I] for 
any a > 0. Further, in an interval [a, b] with 0 < a < b < 1, there 
must be a subinterval, of length at least (6 - a)(1 + a-7)-1, containing 
no eigenvalue. Letting a = l/(,/z + 1) and b = l/&k) fork = 1,2,3,..., 
we see that in the interval [l&J+ 1), I/(&)] there must be a gap of 
length at least g, = 3 * 2--(k+1)(r+1) in the spectrum of A. Let mk be 
the midpoint of the gap. 
58012 \ 3-5 
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Letting A, = (A - A)-l and R,(t) = (A - @,(A) - A)-1, we see 
that 
R,(t) = A,(1 - tB,(h) A,)-1 
when (I - tB,(h)A,)-l exists. Suppose we let b = max,,14NI/ Bi I(. 
Then for h = mk , 
N 
11 tB,(m,) Amk (( < t 1 mh.f I/ Bi 11 * 2gg1 = O(tf~2”(~-~)). 
j=2 
If O(b2ko(r-1)) < 1, then for K 3 K, and 0 6 t < 1 the point mk will 
be in the resolvent set of A - t&(h) - A. It follows from Lemma 2.6 
and the fact that A E C, , that the number of eigenvalues of 
A - t&(X) - X above mk, is independent of t E [0, I] and is at most 
mior , while the number between m,,. and mk+l for k > k, is also 
constant and at most mk;‘r . Let the eigenvalues (Ye of A between 1 
and rnkO be numbered with subscripts 1, 2,..., nkO including multiplicity; 
those between m,,., and mkpfl , numbered nk, + 1, nkO + 2,..., nko+r , 
and so on. Denote the index set nh. + 1, n, + 2 ,..., q.,,, by J,,. . 
Inasmuch as A - B(A) has the same number of eigenvalues between 
gaps as does A, the eigenvalues hi of A - B(h) can be numbered 
using the same sets Jk . With each eigenvalue hi of A - B(h) we 
associate a rank one projection Fi . For an eigenvalue of multiplicity 
one, Fi is obtained from (2.6). If X is an eigenvalue of higher multi- 
plicity, we may choose projections Fi with orthogonal ranges for 
those hi = A, provided, of course, that they sum to F(h) given by (2.6). 
Similar remarks hold for the projections associated with A which we 
denote by Ei . The eigenspace for A - B(h) at h = 0 is just the 
nullspace of A. If the dimension of A”(A) is n + 1 < CO, we let Jo 
be the set (0, -1, -2 ,..., -n> and extend the indexing to hi = ‘Y~ = 0 
and Ei = Fi for i E J,, in an obvious way. Finally, we denote a unit 
vector in W(F,) by xi , and in L%?(E,) by ei . The set {q} is then an 
orthonormal basis for 5. 
We suppose now that AE C, with r < 213 and let ? = r/3 + l/2, which 
is greater than Y. Let l-‘, be the rectangle with corners (mx, f i2-2’k, 
mkfl f i2-2ik). For k large, .l’, will surround only real spectrum of 
A - B(X) and we may assume it for all k by shrinking a finite number 
of the rectangles. If we integrate (--2ri)-l(A, - R,d(X)) counter- 
clockwise around r, , we obtain x,&E, - Fi). We have 
A, - &d(A) = A, - A,,[1 + &%(I - &WII(~ + 44) 
= --AJW) A,@ - &‘W (I+ 43) - &W, 
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assuming (I - B,(X)A,)-l exists. On I’, , B,(X) = O(b2mzk) and 
11 A, 11 is bounded by the reciprocal of the distance from r, to the 
spectrum of A, that is, by 0(2k’r+1)). Then B,(h)A, = O(b2k”-1)) 
and for k large, I - &(/\)A, has a bounded inverse on r, . Further, 
on rk , d,(h) = O(b * 2-k). For k large, 
One can verify, using the estimates given above, that the integral (2.9) 
on the sections of rk parallel to the imaginary axis is O(b22k(“‘)) and 
that on the remainder of rk it is 0(!12~(~“~)). Since r” = r/3 + l/2, 
(2.9) is 0(!12~[~+~1/~. Th e integral of A,d, on rk has an even smaller 
bound and thus, letting xJ, Ei = Ek and C,kFi = Fk, we have the 
following lemma: 
LEMMA 2.16. For all sujiciently large k 
Ek -Fk = O(b2W--31/3). 
LEMMA 2.17. If {vi}, i E lk is any set of complex numbers, then 
(1 - 16b2k”-1’ ) C (w*)” < C 1 (xi 9 xj) ViGj < (1 + 16Z~2~‘+-“) C (w$)“. 
Jk 4 Jk 
Jk (2.10) 
Proof. First of all, the matrix (x{ , xi) for i, j E Jk has at most 
2(k+2)r rows and columns. The diagonal consists of ones and since 
LX i , xi] = 0 for eigenvectors corresponding to distinct eigenvalues, 
the off-diagonal entries are either zero or equal to 
Mb 9 Ai) xi , Xi). (2.11) 
For i E jk , 1 Xi I < 2-k and thus Cizj /(xi , x,)12 < 2(k+2)r . (4b . 2-k)2. 
A standard estimate then gives (2.10). 
Let gk denote the linear span of the eigenvectors xi for i E Jk , and 
let Ik denote the identity map in gk . 
LEMMA 2.18. For all suficiently large k, there exists a linear map 
mk acting in 3, j with 11 Nk - Ik 11 = 0(b2k(r-1)), such that the wecto~s 
Rkx( for i E Jk form an orthonormal basis of 9, . 
Proof. Let w1 , i E Jk , be an orthonormal basis for gk and let K 
be a linear operator mapping w2 to xi . The map K has a polar decom- 
position K = UN where N = (K*K)l12 is positive and U is unitary. 
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The matrix representing K*K with respect to the basis wi has entries 
(Wi 3 K”Kw,) = (Xi , x~). From the previous lemma one sees that 
Ik(l - 16b2”“-I’) < K*K < I,(1 + 16b2”“-1’) 
and thus N = (K*K)l12 = I + I’ with I’ = O(ZJ~~(‘-~)). Writing 
xi = UNw, = U(I + V) wi = Uw, + UVwi = Uwi + UVK-lxd 
or (Ik - UVK-l)xi = Uwi , we see that Uwi will serve as the ortho- 
normal basis required if we let fl, = Ik - UVK-l. It is easily seen 
that UVK-r = O(b2k(r-r)) in 9k , which completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.19. Let x be a normalized eigenvector in %k, and e a unit 
vector in 9(I - CJ, EJ. Then /.. I 
(x, e) = O((b + b2) 2k([37’31-9 
for all su..ciently large k. 
Proof. Suppose x is an eigenvector for hi . Then P&)x = x, 
where P(h) is the projection on the full eigenspace associated with 
A - B,(&) at hi . A s a b ove one sees that the points m, and mktl will 
be in the resolvent set of A - B,(X,) and we can compare the projec- 
tions associated with Jl and A - B,(Xi) for eigenvalues in [mx-+l , mk]. 
We can expand (A - B,(X,) - X)-l * A, as 
and can write 
in which case 
where 
Jkc indicating the index set complementary to Jk . Since 
I(Sx, $1 < II W,)lI (c jl c + !r)“2 (; II EZY 112)1’2 
ZrJk j”Jk* aZ 
< 86 - 2-2” * (2’lc * g,2)1’2 * 11 x 11 -11 J’ 11 
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we have /I S 11 = O(b2k([3r/21-19. The integral of A,&A,B,A, 
(I - &A,)-’ around r, is O(b22k@r/51-7/5)) and thus, letting 
1 
-4 2xi Tk 
(-4 - B&ii) - A)-l = Qi , 
we have shown that E” - Qzi = O((b + b2)2kW121-1)) for k large and 
iE J,.Now 
(e, x) --L ((I - Ek) e, Q:x) = ((I - E”) e, (Qi - E”) x) 
= O((b + b”) 2N3w--1))* 
LEMMA 2.20. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.19, suppose that 
coeficients of B,(h) are Hilbert-Schmidt operators (B, E C,) and that 
the 2-noLm, I[ B, iI2 < /3 for each 2 < k < N. Then 
(x, e) = O((fl + b”) 2k(‘-1)) 
for all su&ciently large k. 
Proof. Referring to the previous proof, we can estimate I(.%, y)! by 
omitting terms in which E, y = 0. We have already seen that 
and since 11 E, y Il-lE, y is an orthonormal set applying the Schwarz 
inequality above yields an upper bound 
O(Ai2g,l /I x II - (Z 1) E, \\“)“” * ,9) = 0(/32k’r-1’)j! x 11 *I/ y /I. 
From this point the proof is the same as the previous one. 
LEMMA 2.21. Suppose A E C, for r < l/2 or that Y < 213 and 
B(h) E C, . Then for all suficiently large k, the operators 
pi = F,(I + F” - E”)-l 
and 
(I - Ek)(I + Fk - Ek)-’ 
are a collection of disjoint projections with ranges @pi) = W(Fi), i E Jk 
and W(1 - Ek), respectively. 
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Proof. Using Lemma 2.15 we need only show that the ranges 
involved are linearly independent or that a unit vector e in 9?( I- Ek) 
and the eigenvectors xi , i E jk , are linearly independent. That will be 
the case if the matrix 
(es 4 
i * 
(e, xnk+A -*- (e, xni+J 
(x~,+~ T 4 
( :%k+l ) 4 (X%+1 ’ %,I) i 
is nonsingular. The diagonal entries are all one and the sum of 
the squares of the off-diagonal elements is O((b + b2)2k(4r-2)), 
or O((/I + b2)2k(3r-29 if B(X) E C, . Then if r < l/2 or Y  < 2/3, 
respectively, the matrix above will be nonsingular for large K. 
We now let pk = &E,k f;ci and define an extension of mk , defined 
in Lemma 2.18, to the whole space by setting 
Nk = NkEk + (I - P”). 
Since I - pk = (I - Ek)(I + Fk - Ek)-’ and Fk - Ek = O(b2Q4”-31/3), 
by Lemma 2.16, it is easy to see that I - P is uniformly bounded in K 
for large K. Thus Nk - I = (Nk - I,)r;‘, = O(b2k+1)) for large K. 
LEMMA 2.22. The operators 
Hi = WkN&N;lW,-l, iEJkl 
where 
w, = E”[I f Ek(FLk - Ek) Ek]-lJ2 FLkpk + (I - Ek)(I + Fk - Ek)-1 
and 
FLk = flk(I + Pk - (pk)*)-’ 
are a disjoint collection of orthogonal projections satisfying 
Hi = HiEk = EkHi 
and 
5 Hi = Ek. 
k 
Proof. The map wk takes a(r;ik) isometrically onto 9?(Ek) by 
Lemmas 2.13 and 2.12, and acts as the identity on W(I - Ek). The 
operator W, has an inverse, namely, 
Vk = FJk[I + Ek(FLk - Ek) Ek]-f’2 Ek + I - &k. 
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If x E w(I - Ek), then Hix = 0 for i in Jk . Letting oi = wkN& for 
i E Jk and recalling Lemma 2.18, it is easy to see that Bi , i E Jk 
constitutes an orthonormal basis for W(Ek) and that Hid, = SuBj . 
DEFINITION. By a spectral measure on the integers we mean 
a map P(a) from the subsets of the integers Z to the bounded operators 
on Al, with the following properties: For any subsets J1 , Je C 2 
(1) P(JG’(Jd = P(J, n Id, 
(2) P(J,) ” P(Jd = P(Jd + PC14 - P(JX(JA = P(Jl” Jzh 
(3) P(O) = 0, P(Z) = I, P(Z - J1) = I - P(Jl), 
(4) 11 P( J&j/ < K, K independent of J1 . 
By a theorem of Larch and Mackey (cf. [ZO]) such a measure is 
similar to one that is selfadjoint. That is, there exists a bounded 
linear map M with a bounded inverse, such that M-lP(*)M is a self- 
adjoint spectral measure. In the sequel we further require spectral 
measures to be strongly countable additive. If for each i E 2, P(i) is 
a one-dimensional projection and ki is a unit vector in the range of 
P(i), a consequence of countable additivity is that each x E 5 can be 
uniquely represented as x = Cisz aihi , the series being uncondi- 
tionally convergent. Such a set (hi} is called an unconditional basis. 
Conversely, a set {h,} in terms of which each vector can be expanded 
in an unconditionally convergent series gives rise to a spectral measure 
(see Larch [21]). W e will call a set of vectors an “unconditional set” 
if it is an unconditional basis for its closed linear span !&, . Such a set 
can be extended to an unconditional basis, for example, by adjoining 
an orthonormal basis for the orthogonal complement of !&, in 9~. 
LEMMA 2.23. Let P”(m) b e a sequence of spectral measures on the 
integers such that 
(1) 11 P”( ])I/ < K, for some K independent of J and 12, 
(2) Giwen E > 0, there exists an integer N(E), such thatfor any JC 2, 
II WI) - p”(.nII < E 
for m and n greater than N(a). 
Then the spectral measures P have a limit P which is a spectral 
measure on the integers. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward and is omitted, 
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THEOREM 2.24. If A EC, f or Y < l/2 or if A E C, for I < 213 
and B(h) E C, , theft the eigenvectors {xi} corresponding to nonnegative 
eigenvalues of A - B(h) f orm an unconditional basis for 9. 
Proof. If k, is sufficiently large and k, > k, , then the ranges of 
the projections Fi for i E Jk and k, < k < k, are linearly independent. 
For suppose that e E 9?(1- Ctlk, Ek), yi E S?(F{) and e = Eyi, the 
sum being over i E Jk with k, < K < K, . If e = 0, then a11 yi = 0 
by the linear independence of finite sets of eigenvectors. If e # 0, 
we can asume 11 e 11 = I. Partitioning the sum, we can write 
e=q,.+q-,+,+--*+q,. , where xk E 9Yk . Letting xlk = W,z, E 9?(Ek) 
we have e = ZWi-rZ,c . ‘Using Lemma 2.16, a short computation 
shows that I( W;l- Ill--. O(!J~Q*~-~I/~). Thus e = E, + Z( W;l -l)Zr; 
and since the vectors Sk and e are orthogonal, 
But then 
,+ ; //%k,/2< ; O(b2‘ 
k-k, ( k=k, 
h~4/3[?Ql))/j 2, il): 
,< ; @(b2W-31/3) . ; 11 zk 113 
k=kl k-k, 
which, for K, large, is impossible. 
Let k, = k, + n and let 
s, = S,(k,) = c (Fk - E”). 
k=kl 
Then using Lemma 2.15 we see that the operators F,(I + S’,)-l for 
i E Jk , k, < k < k, + n, and (I - x& Ek)(l + S&l are a disjoint 
collection of projections. It follows easily that the projections 
Ei(I+S,)-l,i~Jk,k<~k,;F,(I+S,)-l,i~Jk,k,<k<k,+n; 
and Hi(l + S&l , i E Jk , k > k, + n are a disjoint collection of 
projections summing to I. Further, the sum over any subcollection is 
uniformly bounded with a bound independent of n. That is, the 
collection of projections define a spectral measure P”(a) on the integers. 
To see this we first note that S, =O(b2k1[*r’31/3) and thus, assuming 
k, has been chosen so that O(b2~~[“-s1/3) < l/2, (I+ S&l has a 
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bound independent of n. Clearly any sum of terms &(I + S,)-r or 
Hi(I + S&l h as a bound equal to that of (I + S&l. To complete 
the demonstration of boundedness, it suffices to show that any sum 
.ZFi over an index set J which is a subset of Jk;, v .** u Jk,+T, , has 
a bound independent of n. However 
J;J Fi = J;J &(I + F” - E”) 
k k 
= 1 N;‘W;‘HiWkNk(I + F” - Ek) 
JrlJ, 
= C ffi + o(b2kw319 
JnJ, 
and thus k1+78 
Hi + 2 O(b2k[4r-31’3) /..k II 1 
= 1 + O(b2%[4r-31’3) < 3/2. 
We want to apply Lemma 2.23 to take a limit of P”(a) as n -+ CO. 
We have already shown that they are uniformly bounded and need 
only verify that they form a Cauchy sequence as required in the 
hypothesis of the lemma. Given m > n > 0 and any index set J, let 
4 = J n (Jrcl+n v **.v JlcI+m)andL, = J-Lr.Since 
ll(I + sp - (I + &Y II = II(I + w1 (Gz - $z)(I + %nY II 
= O(b2’ kl+n)[4?-31/8 >I 
it immediately follows that 11 Pn(L,) - Pm(L,)Ij = O(b2(kl+n)1&-31/3), 
For i EL, we know that 
; Fi = ; Hi + O(b2(h+n)14+31/3) 
and a simple estimate shows that /I Pn(L,) - Pn(L,)I] is also 
O(&p1fn)[4r-31/3 ). The measures P” then have a limit P which 
assigns to each integer a rank one projection (or possibly zero for 
large negative integers). For i E Jk and A,, < K < K, , W(P(i)) = W(E,), 
while for all other i, 9(P(i)) = 9(Fi). That is, if a finite number of 
the vectors {xi} are replaced by correspondingly numbered Q’S, the 
resulting set is an unconditional basis for s. More precisely, the set 
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is replaced. We want to show that without replacement the set of 
all {xi} is an unconditional basis. First, the set {xi} is unconditional. 
The only way it can fail to be, is for some linear combination of 
to be in the closed span .Y of the remaining infinite set of eigenvectors. 
However, from the continuity of Z(X) and Lemma 2.5 we see that for 
x E 99 z(x) < mk, , while if x is in the span of 
Xl ,***, x?$, 
Z(X) > mkl . Thus {xi> is unconditional. In the quadratic case this 
also follows from the nonsingularity of (h, + hj)(Bx, , xi) + (xi , xj) 
(cf. [RI). 
Having {xt} unconditional, we need only show that its span is $. 
Since the set obtained by replacing 
with corresponding vectors e, is a basis, there are precisely nkl linearly- 
independent linear functionals vanishing on 9. If the total collection 
{xi> could be extended to a larger unconditional set, there would be 
more than nk such functionals. Hence (xi} must span fi and be an 
unconditionallbasis. 
3. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES 
In this section we show that if (1.1) has a basis of eigenvectors for 
nonnegative eigenvalues, then the eigenvalues are characterized by 
variational principles. If no assumption is made about the eigenvectors, 
then a certain number of the eigenvalues can still be so characterized. 
By a basis we mean a set {hi} such that each x can be uniquely repre- 
sented as lim,,, XT!1 aiha . As in [Z6] we let 8” denote a generic n 
dimensional subspace of 8. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that the eigenvectors of A - B(h), corre- 
sponding to nonnegative eigenvalues, form a basis for 5. Then 
X, = min max Z(x), 
e-1 21rP-’ (3.1) 
the value X, being assumed for un eigenvector xw . 
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Proof. If the eigenvectors (xi} form a basis, then there exists a dual 
set of vectors of satisfying (x? , xj) = aij , the Kronecker delta. 
Suppose P-l is the linear span of xc, x$ ,..., x2-r . Then X, is 
orthogonal to P-l and 2(x,) = A, . Moreover, any vector orthogonal 
to 8-l can be written as x,, + limnl+m xi”=, aixi , where x0 is a null- 
vector of A. By Lemma 2.5, 2(x, + Cyzm=n. a,~$) < A, which, since 2 
is continuous, means that for x .L P-l, Z(x) < A, . For an arbitrary 
cP”-l, we can always find a linear combination of x1 , x2 ,..., x, per- 
pendicular to it, and conclude that for x 1 P---l, max Z(x) > A, , 
yielding (3.1). We leave it to the reader to show that max Z(x) is 
attained. 
THEOREM 3.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 
A, = m;x i-n? Z(X). (3.2) ” 
PYOO~. Clearly the minimum of Z(x) for x in span of x1 , x2 ,..., x, , 
is A,. For any subspace b” there is always an x E bn satisfying 
(xi* , x) = 0 for i = 1, 2 ,..., n = 1, which means that for x E 6+-l, 
min Z(x) < h, . 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are obviously applicable to A - B(h) if 
AEC,, with r< l/2 or if AEC, with Y <2/3 and B(A)EC,. 
However, without these conditions and without any assumption on 
eigenvectors, we can still obtain some of the eigenvalues by variational 
principles. For that we need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.3. Let C = {cij} b e a nonnegative compbx 7t by n matrix 
and let diag C = {&c,~}. Then for any complex n-vector x, 
(Cx, x) < n(diag Cx, x), 
where (*, a) denotes the usual inner product. 
(3.3) 
Proof. Since the rank one perpendicular projections and 0 generate 
the cone of nonnegative matrices under convex~ combinations and 
positive multiples and since the inequality (3.3) is preserved under 
such operations, it suffices to prove it for rank one orthogonal 
projections. Such projections have the form U*EU where E corre- 
sponds to the matrix {6,&.} and U is unitary. For U*EU, (3.3) takes 
the form 
for x = (x1 , xs ,..., xn) and follows from Schwarz’s inequality. 
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THEOREM 3.4. For n > 2 and k 3 3 let 
C(% 4 = 1:;;; 1;; 
for k odd 
for k even. 
Then ;fzr==Q C(n, k)ll B, I/ < 1, thefirst n + 1 eigenvalues of A - B(h) 
can be characterized successively by 
(3.4) 
j = 1, 2,..., m - 1, 
the maximum being attained for an eigenvector x, , linearly independent 
of x1 , x2 ,..., x,-~ , corresponding to A,,, . With no assumptions on the 
operators B, , the first two eigenvalues can be so characterized. 
Proof. The proof proceeds exactly like that of Theorem 4.1 of [16] 
with inequality (2.1) replacing compactness of B,(h), provided that 
the analog of the matrix M, in this case 
M Es M(h, m) Es (A(/\, 2(x,)) xi , Xj), (0 < A < 11, 
is nonsingular for 1 < i, j < k and each k < m. Thus the theorem 
is really a statement about M and could be phrased as such. Note 
that the eigenvectors, still denoted by xi , may no longer be orthogonal 
in a single eigenspace. 
The matrix 
1 <i,j<m, 
cannot be singular if its real part, i(M + M*), is strictly positive. 
We have 
N k-l 
M + M* = C C Xk-1-8(hia + X,~)(&Q , xi) + 2(xi, x,) 
k-2 s-o 
= .f2 [, hjk-1-“2,m(Bk~,. , xj) - I< X~+“‘A,“‘(B~xi , xi) 
.z c 
+ ‘f* Xk-1-8(hiS + hjS)(B,xi , xi)] + 2(xi , xj) 
S=O 
> f kS,jX~-l(B,xi , xi) - ‘f A~-l-Ajm(Bkx, , xi) 
k-3 m-1 
+ kf*~k-l--b(~ + W(&si ? 41 + (1 + S&G, xj) (3.5) 
r-0 J 
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using the fact that [xi , xj] = 0 for i # j, and the nonnegativity of B, . 
We can assume inductively that .x1 , xe ,..., ZC,,~ are linearly independent 
and normalized. We denote the matrix (B,xi , xi) by I?, ; (a,,$), by A; 
(xi , sj) by X, and aij by I. With (*, .> still denoting the inner product 
in complex m-space and v a complex m-vector, it suffices to show, 
referring to (3.5) and the hypotheses of the theorem, that 
k-2 
k(diag(Ak-lB,) v, v) - c (A~-l-P&kAp~, v) 
D=l 
k-2 
+ c P-l-“((A@, + B,AJ) v, v> + 0, 4II B, IIW + 4 v, v> (3.6) 
s=ll 
is positive for each k 2 3. 
Consider the term X-l-“(AI?, + BJ)v, v) for s > &k - 1). 
Using the Schwarz inequality with respect to Bk which is nonnegative, 
the inequality 2ab < va2 + (l/v)P, and Lemma 3.3 we see that 
1 A”-l-“((A”B, + B,ny 21, v)l < 2P-1-s @JJJ, cl%)/ 
< +2+1-S)(B,v, v> + f (diag A28&v, v). 
(3.7) 
Suppose k is odd. Then using (3.7), one sees that (3.6) is no smaller 
than 
k-2 
k(diag(Ak-l&,) v, v> - ,,zl,,, f (diag(A2S&) 21, v> 
k-2 
-7 c P(-~y&v, v) + (2 - 7)) xk-y8kv, v) 
s-(k+1)/2 
l/2&-3) k-2 
+ c P--l-=‘((As& + J?,A8) v, v) - c <A”-‘-p&A%, o) 
S=l p-1 
+ @k - 5)11&c IlW + X) v, v>. (3.8) 
An upper bound for (8,v, v) is 17111 B, \l(v, v). Then since all eigen- 
values Ai lie in [0, l] and 0 < h < 1, (3.8) is bounded below by 
+ (2 - 1) iv-l@ kv, V) - $(k - 3) * 2 - m 1) B, Il(V, 0) 
- (k - 2) m 11 B, II<% 0) + n(2k - 5)/i B, //<(I + x) 0, v> 
>(k-;r+)) (diag(Ltk-l&) vu, v) - n(2k - 5)(/ B, Il(v, v) 
+ (2 - I (q) @ kv, Vi + @k - 5)1/ B, II<(z + x) V, V). (3.9) 
If we let w = X7=1 vixi , then (&v, v) = (B,w, w) and (Xv, v) = 
(w, w). Setting 
n k--l 
1=z ( 1 2 and noting that 
n k-12 
K ( 2 1 - - 2 < n(2k - 5), 
we see that (3.9) is positive. Similar estimates hold if K is even, 
though in that case the term 2hk-l(Bkv, v) is not readily useable in 
the estimate. This completes the proof except for the last assertion of 
the theorem and that follows from the positivity of M(X, 1). 
Remarks. One can improve the estimates in the preceding proof in 
some cases. For example, if k = 3 and n = 2, the term -(~U?,/lv, v) 
in (3.8) can be bounded below by -2(diag A2.&v, v> which, with 
v = 2, obviates the need for 2)j B, I/((1 + X)v, v) in making (3.8) 
positive. As a result, for any cubic B(h), the first three eigenvalues 
can be obtained from (3.4). Further, in an application where one had 
specific information about B(h), better estimates of M might be 
possible. 
THEOREM 3.5. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4 
A, = pin %3n8ax, Z(x) 
n-1 I- 
and 
A, = rngy rnF Z(x), 
I 
the extreme values being assumed for an eigenvector x, . 
Proof. Compare with [Z6]. 
As co:ollaries of Theorems 3.1 and 3.4, we have the ,following -two 
results (cf. [la): 
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COROLLARY 3.6. Let P be the orthogonal projection of 8 onto a 
subspace JZI of dimension d. Suppose that the $rst d eigenvalues 
A; 3 A; 3 e.0 >, Xi of P(A) - B(h))P in & and theJirst d of A - B(h) 
in $j are characterized by the minimax principle. Then hl < hi for i < d. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let C(X) b e any polynomial with nonnegative 
coeficients satisfying C(h) < B(h) for 0 < h < 1, and denote the 
eigenvalues of A - C(h) by pI . Then hi < pcLi when both are charac- 
terized by the minimax principle. 
To conclude this section we briefly describe a method for generating 
polynomials C(h) < B(h). It suffices to subordinate the coefficients 
and thus we consider a single nonnegative operator B. The method 
was introduced by N. Aronszajn in [22] and has been applied to 
linear problems by N. Bazley and D. Fox (see, for example, [23]). 
For simplicity we assume B has a trivial nullspace, i.e. B > 0. 
Then with the inner product (f, g) = (B’l”f B1i2g) and norm 
llf Ill = <f9fY2> 5 is a pre-Hilbert space with a completion $r 1%. 
One can show that b is dense in &r in the norm /I l/r . Thus a set of 
vectors {gi} which span $ will also span &. Let {hj} be a set of vectors 
obtained by orthonormalizing the set {gi} with respect to the inner 
product i*, m). Thus Q, defined by QI f = x/Z1 (f, hi)hi is a per- 
pendicular projection in sj, . Since (BQ,f, f > = <Qrf, f > for f in 9, 
one sees that 
0 < BQ, < BQ,+l d B 
in 8. 
Note added in proof. Professor T. Kato has kindly pointed out 
that Lemma 2.13 can be obtained using Theorem 6.35 on page 58 of 
his book, “Perturbation Theory for Linear Operators”, Springer, 
New York, 1966. 
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